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The vertical routing unit, installed
on a separate carriage from the boring unit,
is equipped with a very sturdy structure
and a long vertical stroke

This unit, equipped for automatic
tool changing, both with ISO 30
and HSK 63 attachment,
has the following features:

HSK 63

. Special electrospindle (patent pending) to ensure
optimum finish and high power even at low rpm.. Chuck is coaxial with the guide column on the Z axis,
to guarantee high rigidity and machining precision
under any working conditions.
. Double surface chuck system constjtuted
by the cone and the base of the attachment itself.. Programmed electronic control of spindle
speed from 1500 to 18000 RpM wjth inverter. 10 HP motor, with constant torque
from 12000 to 18000 rpm.
. Programmable left or right rotation.
. Ajr blower to guarantee secure tool-motor
connection.
. "Fanless" cooling (without fan), with forced,
constant ventilation flow, direcily from dust extractjon
system and independent from spindle rotation speed.
. Very low noise emjssion level.
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rso 30
. Special electrospindle
(patent pending)
to ensure optimum
finish and high power
even at low rpm.
. Chuck is coaxial
with the guide column
on the Z axis,
to guarantee high rigidity
and machining
precision under
any working conditions.
o Front safety teeth
on chuck and cone
(Anti-Rotation Device,
anti-slip and anti-jamming
device patent pending ).
. Automatically
activated/deactivated
safety device to
mechanically prevent
accidental tool release
(High Security System,
patent pending).
. Programmed electronic
control of spindle
speed from 1500
to 18000 RPM
with inverler.
¡ l0 HP motor.
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\with constant torque from 12000 to 1g000 rpm.. Programmable Ieft or right rotation.
. Air blower to guarantee secure tool-motor connection.. "Fanless" cooling (without fan), with forced,
constant ventilation flow, directly from dust extractjon
system and independent from spindle rotation speed.
¡ Very low noise emission level.
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The quickest possible tool change ìs ensured

by the Rapid 10/14 system, the only one to allow

the machine to carry on with other operatìons

during tool changing.

The device allows free access to all machìne areas

at all times without having to make allowances
for tool changing operations; this guarantees total

operator safety and increased productivity.

Thìs system drastically reduces machine down time,

positively affecting production costs
of the individual workPieces.

RAPID IO.14
The new concept of the automatic tool change

The tool crib is composed of a mechanical support

directly mounted on board the operating unit

whìch can contain up to 10/1 4 different tools
(routers up to Ø 120 mm. and angular heads).

Mechanical reliability is ensured by a sliding system

along linear guides able to guarantee absolute precisìon,

reliability and speed during automatic tool change operations.
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